
Patented

IV stands
VIOLETTA 3-sectioned
VIOLETTA 2-sectioned

Accessories
Handle
Extra hooks, pair
2-level rack,
for 16 VIOLETTAS
1-level rack,
for 8 VIOLETTAS

 Art No
 N1-080-3500
 N1-080-3500-2

 ART No
 080-3003
 080-3004
 080-3005

 080-3006

VIOLETTA
Light and portable.
A huge space saver for hospitals. 
Could be stored hanging.

With a heart for health care

medical furniture made in Sweden since 1948

- the IV stand

2-level rack with eight VIOLETTAS

1-level rack 

1-level rack with eight VIOLETTAS

2-sectioned VIOLETTA

Chassis
Aluminium.

Foot
Five legs, in aluminium,
collapsible.

Handle
Removable, carry and steering
handle.

Hooks
For hanging IV-bags and storing
the IV stand. Two hooks are
standard, a pair of extra hooks are
available as an accessory.

Castors
Rolls smoothly, and very quietly. 
Extremely stable and sturdy.

Colors
Red is standard color. Other colors 
are available at additional cost.

Weight
3 kg.

Height/length
Lowest 88,5 cm (same when collapsed)
Highest 213 cm
The 3-sectioned model

Color samples
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Easily collapsible

Light to carry

Stable and functional

How do you store 16 IV stands on less then 0.5 m²?
How do you carry IV stands easily, for efficient mobile care?

VIOLETTA is a truly new innovation that 
will change how you think of IV stands.

Besides being a state-of-the-art IV
stand, it is portable, light, practical
to transport and SO easy to store.

Home and mobile care

Its mobility and nice design makes it
perfect for home care and mobile use.

Its weight of only 3 kg makes VIOLETTA 
very easy to carry in stairs and very easy
to bring in a car, on the bus or by other
means of transportation. 

Huge space saver

The true revolution with VIOLETTA is
its compact and collapsible design
and the possibility to store them
hanging. 

With our 2-level rack you may store
16 VIOLETTAS on less than 0,5 m². 
No more chaotic storage rooms!

This makes VIOLETTA a storage dream
for medical centers and hospital units.

VIOLETTA is a great help for architects
and planners of new hospitals and
other medical facilities, when it comes
to save space.

In an examination room, hang a
VIOLETTA on the wall when not using 
it instead of having the IV stand take 
up floor space.

VIOLETTA is available in different colors, 
which makes it possible for each department 
to have its own color. Red is standard color.

Practical to store


